Enabling external routing logic in ONOS with Intent Monitor and Reroute service

Abstract

SDN intent-based networking allows programmers to specify high-level policies without worrying about the low-level configurations which are compiled by the controller. Our Intent Monitor and Reroute service (IMR) [1] extends the capabilities of ONOS Intent Framework by allowing to both compile multiple intents together and to re-optimize their paths, according to the network state and their flow statistics, via off-platform applications (OPA). In this demo we show two examples of intent based ONOS application whose network performance can be improved, with no modifications to their code, exploiting the IMR service.

ONOS Intent Reactive Forwarding app

- ONOS sample app [4] reactively provides connectivity via intents
- Intents monitoring enabled via IMR service CLI command

ONOS Intent Monitor and Reroute (IMR) service

- Extends ONOS Intent Framework's capabilities
- Intent monitoring enabled via IMR API or ONOS CLI
- IMR exposes a traffic matrix based on the intents to an Off-Platform Application (OPA)
- OPA implements external routing logic to suggest* new path:
  - Routing logic decoupled from the application
  - Reuse of existing TE tools
  - Joint compilation of multiple intents
  - Plug&Play external TE schemes (optimization tools/ML/AI)

ONOS, IMR service and OPA interactions

ONOS SDN-IP app

- ONOS sample app [6] provides AS-to-AS connectivity via intents according to BGP announcements
- Fine-grained intents monitoring via IMR service API
- OPA iteratively runs the following
  - periodically collects TMs data from ONOS
  - solves the two optimization models [7] to minimize the MLU
  - schedules the activation of the robust routing configurations
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